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INTRODUCTION

Most companies are still considering the annual report to be one of the most important 
communications media in communicating with corporate stakeholders. Not only for 
compliance reasons, but also as a chance to tell the full story of results and value 
creation. For corporate stakeholders the annual report is an important tool to 
understand how the company operates and innovates, and how management is 
running the company – and are planning to do it in the coming years. The annual report 
is increasingly becoming a strategic proof of concept - a proof that former strategic 
considerations are bearing fruit and a proof that management has similar strategic 
projects in play to create value in the long term perspective.

The question, however, is whether the annual report is optimised for this job. In this 
brief report we will point out trends in corporate reporting, and bring examples of best 
practice. Examples will primarily come from larger listed companies. But not only. 
Because best practice are more often coming from non listed companies, that are not 
to the same extend as listed companies burdened by standards and compliance rules, 
and as such are given more clearances to create the best form of communication 
possible.

Trends and new ideas are not moving fast in corporate reporting. For 15+ years the 
investor relations community has been talking of the rising trend of online reporting. 
However, online reporting (in full HTML) is far from a standard. Most companies are still 
just publishing the printer-friendly PDF version, and the largest evolution in later years 
has been changing the format from portrait to landscape to fit the usual formats of 
screens. Other trends like explaining and illustrating business model, strategy and value 
chain are moving faster, primarily to meet compliance standards. 

This said, corporate reporting as a full (including annual report, magazines and reviews, 
sustainability reports and online reports) are moving towards greater transparency, 
relevance and interest. By involving concept makers, designers and communicators in 
the process of structuring, creating and communicating results and value creation, 
corporate reporting will increasingly be able to balance compliance and storytelling.

CEO and communications advisor Lars Sandstrøm, March 2018



10 trends in annual reporting

#1    Focus on storytelling, the equity story, in brief, at a glance.

#2    Business model and value chain are illustrated and explained.

#3    Transparent communication on strategy and targets.

#4    Integrated reporting on the rise:
Sustainability – shared value – is considered a value driver. 

#5    Regulation and compliance is structuring reporting.

#6    Focus on future; outlook, risks, innovation, transformation, reputation.

#7    Design and info graphics are used strategically to emphasize points.

#8    Customized and targeted communication on many platforms –
In general: less print, more digital.

#9    Magazines and one-pager web reports are complimenting the traditional report.

#10  Increasing use of interactive features, video and info graphics in web reports.



Best practice criteria

1 #at a glance

2 #business model #strategy #value chain

3 #markets #products #innovation

4 #csr #sustainability #responsibility

5 #governance #risk #management

6 #digital reporting



What we are looking for

1 #at a glance
Is the vision and profile of the company 
presented in brief? Are results, business areas, 
markets and offerings illustrated in a trans-
parent and viable way?

2 #business model #strategy #value chain
Is the illustration of business model presen-
ting the company’s unique position and way 
of operating. Is the company’s role in the 
value chain concisely illustrated? Are strategy, 
targets and performance transparent?

3 #markets #products #innovation
Is each market and business areas presented 
in a comprehensive and an easy-to-under-
stand way? Is innovation and product 
development described and ilustrated in a 
convincing way?

4 #csr #sustainability #responsibility
Are policies, standards and ways of managing 
sustainability and responsibility concisely 
described and illustrated? Are targets and 
results communicated in an open and 
transparent way?

5 #governance #risk #management
Is principles for handling good corporate 
governance described? Are risks assessed and 
illustrated in a viable way? Are the perfor-
mance and work of management described 
and details of their remuneration?

6 #digital reporting
Are all reporting available digitally and are 
results and performance presented in a way 
that exploits possibilities on digital media? Are 
info graphics, animations and videos used to 
enhance the user experience?



#at a glance
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#AT A GLANCE  ALK ABÉLLO

ALK is illustrating the 
company’s results and value 

creation in a simple 
infographic with only the 

most essential parameters.



#AT A GLANCE  WILLIAM DEMANT

In two broadsides William 
Demant is presenting profile, 

results, value creation, 
markets, brands and products 

in a brief and concise way.



#AT A GLANCE  FLSMIDTH

FLS presents the company 
profile in two pages descrining 

company, markets and business 
focus in a concise way.



#AT A GLANCE  GENMAB

Genmab’s business focus is made 
clear in two pages illustrating 

profile and results, and explaining in 
few words the vision and strategic 

focus of the company.



#AT A GLANCE  LEO PHARMA

LEO presents its business 
profile, vision, mission 

and values, markets and 
products, history and 

main results on just two 
pages - combining text, 

figures and infographics 
making it easy to 

overview the many facts. 



#AT A GLANCE  A.P. MØLLER-MÆRSK

The ”at a glance” section 
in Maersk’s annual 

report is focusing on six 
key figures with results 
from the last five years. 

This makes it easy to 
evaluate performance. 



#AT A GLANCE  NETS

Nets presents an 
overview of results on 
markets and business 

segments in a very 
illustrative and 

informative way.



#business model
#strategy

#value drivers
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#STRATEGY  ALK-ABÉLLO

ALK presents its new 
corporate strategy in a 

very transparent and 
detailed way.



#STRATEGY  DANFOSS

Danfoss presents its business model and strategy 
in a very illustrative and concise way. Also, 

Danfoss gives examples on growth opportunities 
matching the strategic focus areas.



#STRATEGY  DANISH CROWN

From earth to table. 
Danish Crown illustrates 

in a clear way how it 
creates value from 

paying the farmer to 
servicing the consumer.  



#BUSINESS MODEL  FALCK

Falck presents its strategy and business 
model very well, with a relevant and 

aesthetic use of infographics to illustrate 
flows and correlations.



#STRATEGY  FLSMIDTH

FLS presents its strategy in a 
very holistic and detailed way. 

There is a clear correlation 
between strategic focus and 

targets,  initiatives and 
achieved KPI’s.



#STRATEGY  ISS

ISS explains in four pages with many relevant 
details how it is going to be the world’s greatest 
service organisation.  The illustration of ”touch 

points” is interesting and illustrative.



#STRATEGY  A.P. MØLLER-MÆRSK

Maersk is explaining its focused business model 
and strategy in just two pages with relevant and 

concise information on market, results and profile 
of its business areas.



#BUSINESS MODEL NOVOZYMES

Novozymes is illustrating its 
business model in a simple 
infographic demonstrating 

its role in a large part of the 
value chain.



#BUSINESS MODEL  ØRSTED

Ørsted is very open and transparent in its presentation of business 
model, strategic targets and results of strategic initiatives. There is 

a good balance between text, figures and infographics.  



#STRATEGY SIMCORP

Simcorp presents its vision and strategy in a 
brief and concise way. Achievements from 

strategic initiatives in 2017 are described 
together with new goals for 2018.



#STRATEGY  TDC

TDC presents its 
business model, 

strategic focus and 
results from strategic 

initiatives in a detailed 
yet illustrative and 

easy-to-overview way.



#markets
#products

#innovation
#pipeline
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#MARKETS  CARLSBERG

Carlsberg has a very convincing 
use of photos and infographics 

throughout the management 
review, e.g. in the market section 

in which market results and 
brands are presented in a very 
illustrative and aesthetic way.



#PRODUCTS  GENMAB

Genmab seems to be on a journey from biotech 
company to a pharmaceutical company. The 

report demonstrates that with at detailed 
overview and description of products and 

technologies in different development phases.



#INNOVATION  LEO PHARMA

LEO’s annual report clearly 
has a broader audience 
than reports from listed 
companies. The report 
combines text, photos and 
aesthetic design to tell a 
compelling story on how 
the company innovates and 
develops new products.



#MARKETS  NORDEN

Norden has a convincing 
and comprehensive 

presentation of strategy, 
activities and results within 

each of its business areas. 
There is an effective use of 

design and infographics.



#MARKETS  NNIT

NNIT describes their business and industruy segments 
very well, with a relvant use of infographics and key 

figures from the last five years. Also, key figures from 
surveys on customer experience is presented, which is 

not usual for any listed company. 



#MARKETS AND PRODUCTS  NOVOZYMES

Novozymes uses design, 
infographics, colours and 

photos in a very convincing way. 
Especially, the presentation of 
markets and products are very 

concise and illustrative. 

.



#PRODUCTS  ØRSTED

Ørsted is very open and transparent in its 
reporting on results and highligths within each 

business area. It is easy to overview and correlate 
results between 2016 and 2017.  



#csr *
#sustainability *
#responsibility *

*As presented in annual report, not separate report
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#SUSTAINABILITY  DANISH CROWN

Danish Crown is reporting on sustainability as an 
integrated part of the annual report. The strategy, 

policies, initiatives and results are laid down openly, 
and by using infographics it is easy to overview, 

understand and read. Storytelling is in focus. 



#SUSTAINABILITY  COPENHAGEN AIRPORT

Copenhagen Airport is reporting on sustainability as an 
integrated part of the annual report. Quite a few pages, using 

photos and infographics, are used to bring many relevant 
details on the company’s strategy and initiatives in this area.



#SUSTAINABILITY  A.P. MØLLER-MÆRSK

A.P. Møller-Maersk is publishing a separate 
sustainably report, but also reports on results 

and activities within the different business 
divisions in the annual report. This is done quite 

openly with many relevant facts and figures.



#SUSTAINABILITY  PANDORA

Pandora is demonstrating a very systematic approach 
to it reporting on CSR. Results on KPI’s are reported 
from the last four years and interesting case stories 

are bringing examples on inspiring initiatives. 



#SUSTAINABILITY  ROYAL UNIBREW

Royal Unibrew has a very 
informative, transparent and 

detailed description of its 
policies and work with CSR. 

Also, a number af relevant key 
figures are presented with 

results from the last five years.   
. 



#governance
#risk

#management
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#GOVERNANCE  CARLSBERG

Carlsberg has a very open and transparent approach to its description of 
remuneration. Polices and payments are decribed and listed in detail.  



#RISK  DSV

DSV reports in a concise and 
informative way about its risk 

management and the actual risks, 
mitigation and assessment in 2017. 

Good use of infographics. 



#RISK  NETS

Nets reporting on risk management and key risks is extremely 
informative and detailed. Nets is clearly taking this issue very serious.



#RISK  NNIT

NNIT is quite specific and detailed in its reporting on 
risk management and key risks. Very informative.



#RISK  NOVO NORDISK

Novo Nordisk has a 
storytelling approach to 
much of its reporting. This is 
also the case in the article 
about the risks of doing 
business. The list of key risks 
is brief and to the point.



#CORPORATE GOVERNANCE  TORM

Torm’s reporting on governance is driven by 
compliance. Still, it is very detailed and informative, 

not the least the information on management.



#digital reporting
#international examples
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#DIGITAL  GE



#DIGITAL  DANISH CROWN



#DIGITAL  ELECTROLUX



#DIGITAL  A.P. MØLLER-MÆRSK



#DIGITAL  NOVOZYMES



#DIGITAL  STORA ENSO



#DIGITAL  VODAFONE



Tips & Tricks
for Corporate Reporting

#1 Plan in good time. Involve management, 
consultants, accountants, IR, finance, risk 
management and treasury in the concept phase.

#2 Consider the concept. Define the main story and 
message you want to deliver – and how.

#3 Let the business model guide you. The annual 
report should demonstrate how your business is 
positioned for future growth. 

#4 Define your target group. Consider their needs in 
regard to messages, media/format, timing and 
distribution.

#5 Be aware of (too many) proofs. Do not start 
combining text and figures with the designed 
document too soon – you end up with continous 
iterations and corrections.

#6 Use infographics to illustrate key figures, 
strategy, governance, risk and CSR measures.

#7 Be compliant – but do not let compliance overrule 
what you want to communicate to your target 
audience.



SELF ASSESSMENT

CHALLENGES IN THE ANNUAL REPORT

THE PROCESS
We do not have full control of the process of developing the annual report
We need better systems to managing text, tables and design
The cooperation between the internal and external project team is lagging
There are too many adaptations and corrections in the annual report

THE COMMUNICATION
Not enough stakeholders are interested in and are reading our annual report
The annual report and its content is not presented effectively online
The amount of work on the annual report does not reflect interest and effect
We are not communicating results to relevant stakeholders well enough

THE CONTENT
Too many people are involved in the development of texts and accounts for the report 
We need to improve a number of prioritised parts of the management review
We need to strengthen the way we use illustrations and info graphics
Our presentation of strategy, targets, value creation and business model is lagging                              

No, this is not a challenge for us Maybe, this could be improved Yes, we ought to handle this much better



Going digital

#faster
#effective

#transparent
#targeted

#lively
#cheaper



GOING DIGITAL WHY?

• Stakeholders have different needs and user behaviour

• Stakeholders expect to to find relevant and timely information on the 
most common platforms and media

• The conventional annual report may not be the best media to tell a 
compelling equity story

• Well executed integrated media communication demonstrates your 
ability to communicate in a targeted and customised way

• New (digital) media are often cheaper, faster and more effective than 
conventional (print) media



Equity story

An effective equity story
stimulates the imagination of 
potential investors.

The equity story should be 
included in the annual reporting. 

”



10 STEPS TOWARDS A STRONG EQUITY STORY

The promise

Business
model

Strategy and goals

Financial performance

Markets and products

Innovation

Management
Sustainability Reputation

Ownership 
structure

1 4

6

532

98

7

10



HVAD TILBYDER CORPORATE RELATIONS?

Analyse
& måling

Inspiration
& læring

Strategi
& koncept

Udvikling &
eksekvering

Kurser, workshop og foredrag om
strategi, kommunikation, ledelse,
relationer, web og sociale medier

Interessentanalyser
Effektmålinger
Best practice audits

Visuel og sproglig identitet
Årsrapportering
Digitale medier
PR, kampagner og events

Facilitering af strategiudvikling
Udvikling af brand- og kommunikationskoncepter
Rådgivning om digital kommunikation



ANALYSE AF VIRKSOMHEDENS ÅRSRAPPORTERING

Virksomheders årsrapportering er under udvikling. På den ene side oplever 
virksomhederne stigende krav til compliance, transparens og åbenhed. På den anden 
side ønsker de at målrette deres kommunikation bedst muligt. Det kræver nye 
kommunikationsformer.

Corporate Relations tilbyder en værdianalyse af virksomhedens årsrapportering.

Analysens omdrejningspunkt er virksomhedens årsrapport. Men vi kigger også på andre ønskede kanaler 
som fx web, profilfolder/magasin, investor-præsentation, CSR rapport og/eller brug af sociale medier.

I analysen anvendes en række kriterier, som gør det muligt at sammenligne med en udvalgt peer group 
samt tilføre relevante eksempler på international best practice.

Udfra analysen præsenteres anbefalinger til forbedringer af de analyserede kanaler og medier.

Den samlede analyse inkluderer:

• En analyse af virksomhedens årsrapport.

• En kvalitativ peer group analyse (benchmark mod 3-4 udvalgte virksomheder).

• En analyse af 2-3 supplerende medier (fx website, profilfolder, præsentation eller social medie profil).

• Eksempler på international best practice.

• Anbefalinger til forbedringer af indhold og kommunikation på de analyserede medier.

Analysen gennemføres af rådgiver Lars Sandstrøm. Prisen aftales på forhånd. Den afhænger af opgavens 
omfang og kompleksitet. 



UDVIKLING AF ÅRSRAPPORT

Corporate Relations hjælper virksomheder med at udvikle årsrapporter, på print og online. Vi 
samarbejder med bureauer, designere, grafikere, udviklere og projektledere – og med 
virksomhedens ledelse og medarbejdere – for at skabe en målrettet, værdiskabende og 
æstetisk rapport. Corporate Relations primære funktion er analyse, rådgivning og udvikling.

Analyse

• Analyse af struktur, indhold, brugervenlighed, tilgængelighed og æstetik.

• Analyse af supplerende rapporter, materialer og præsentationer.

• Sammenligning med indeks, peer group og best practice.

Rådgivning

• Rådgivning om koncept, temaer, indhold og tekst.

• Rådgivning om produktions-, publicerings- og distributionsform (herunder web).

• Rådgivning om tendenser og muligheder i investor relations og årsrapportering.

Udvikling

• Udvikling af tekst til årsrapporten (fx på baggrund af interviews eller tekstudkast).

• Udvikling af ideer og koncepter for årsrapport og øvrig investor relations.

Corporate Relations vil typisk arbejde som samarbejdspartner – eller underleverandør – i samarbejde med 
kundens interne udviklere eller et tilknyttet bureau. Men vi kan også være hovedleverandører – projektansvarlige –
og sammensætte og lede det team, der skal varetage den samlede opgave.



Want to know more?

Contact Corporate Relations
lars@corporaterelations.dk
+45 4096 1388
www.corporaterelations.dk


